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C
o-assembly of two or more compo-
nents with well-defined nanostructures
can introduceadvancedchemical, phys-

ical, and biological properties.1�4 However,
most reported approaches include many
lengthy operation procedures. Up to now, it
is still a great challenge to design and devel-
op innovative single-pot methods to assem-
ble core@shell nanostructures with novel
functions.5,6

Green chemistry provides an environ-
mentally friendly strategy to fabricate func-
tional nanostructures.7�9 Recently, it has
been a very hot topic using natural biomass
as reactants or directional building blocks
for constructing bionanomaterials.10�13 As
one kind of typical biomass, tea polyphe-
nols (TP) are a group of polyphenol com-
pounds extracted from tea leaves or coffee
and collectively referred to as catechins.
As a long-time popular drink, their phy-
sicochemical properties have been well-
investigated and new biofunctions such as
antioxidant, antiradical, antibacterial activ-
ities, and treatment of Alzheimer's disease

have been reported.14�17 Very recently, Li
et al. reported that porous and hollow TP
spheres were fabricated by Cu2þ-mediated
oxidative coupling assembly.18 These TP-
based spheres were redox- and alkali-
responsive and possessed a great potential
application as intracellular drug carriers.
Also, there have been several excellent re-
ports which used TP for the reduction of
Agþ and AuCl4

� to prepare Ag and Au
nanoparticles.19�23 For instance, as a pio-
neering study, Varma and co-workers intro-
duced a green approach to prepare Ag and
Pd nanocrystals employing coffee and
tea extract at room temperature.19 Further
studywill be very helpful to explore newways
for assembling versatile TP-based complex
nanostructures for biomedical applications.
Herein, by the strategy of molecular self-

assembly, we introduce a simple and ultra-
fast method to construct autofluorescent
metal@TP nanostructures, as shown in
Figure 1. In a typical experiment, TPs were
extracted from broadleaf holly leaves by
using boiled water at 95 �C. Then, after
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ABSTRACT We demonstrate that large-scale autofluorescent tea polyphenol (TP)-based

core@shell nanostructures can be assembled by one-pot preparation under microwave irradiation

within 1 min. The formation mechanism of the heterogeneous well-defined core@shell

nanocomposites involves microwave-assisted oxidation-inducing self-assembly and directed

aggregation. The strategy is general to construct Ag@TP and Au@TP nanocomposites. Moreover,

a simple galvanic replacement reaction was introduced to synthesize hollow Au/Ag@TP

bioconjugates with near-infrared (NIR) absorption, which could be exploited for NIR cancer

diagnosis and treatment. It could be expected that more complex alloy@TP nanostructures can be

obtained under proper reaction conditions. Furthermore, as a first application, it is shown that the

heterogeneous Ag@TP nanostructures can strongly inhibit Escherichia coli growth, while they exhibit no obvious normal cell toxicity. The sharp contrast of

the two effects promises that the nanocomposites are excellent low toxicity biomaterials for selective antibacterial treatment.
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being cooled to room temperature, a solution contain-
ing noble metal ions was added into the extract men-
tioned above. Under microwave irradiation, through
ready oxidation-inducing self-assembly and following
directed aggregation, large-scale well-defined metal@TP
nanostructures could be obtained. The strategy using
microwave-assisted green chemistry will pave a new
and general route to synthesize other TP-based core@-
shell nanostructures with various biofunctions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Take the AgNO3�TP reaction system as the first
example. The photo image of the product (the inset
in Figure 2A) reveals that the relevant reaction de-
signed was rational because the yellow-red color re-
presents the formation of typical Ag colloids. Figure 2A
shows that the product was nanoparticles with a clear
boundary at large scale. In addition, SEM image in
Figure 2A with higher magnification shows that a single
nanoparticle with a diameter of about 80 nm was of
irregularmorphology. As shown in Figure 2B, the result of
TEM measurement indicates that the mean diameter of
the nanoparticles is about 78 nm (obtained from the
statistical result ofmore than 30 nanoparticles by ImageJ),
consistent with that of SEM. Also, some of nanoparti-
cles were entangled with each other. In particular, the
TEM image with higher magnification shows that the a
single heterogeneous core@shell nanostructured na-
noparticle comprised two components with distinct
electronic densities. The diameter of the core is about
60 nm, and the thickness of the shell is about 8 nm.
To investigate the precise constitution of the hetero-

geneous nanostructures, electronic dispersive spec-
troscopy (EDS) (Supporting Information Figure S1A) was

first employed to demonstrate that the nanocompo-
sites contain three main chemical components (Ag, C,
and O). Moreover, the corresponding element linear
mapping of a single nanoparticle (Figure 3A,B) clearly
shows the distribution of the elements of Ag (black), C
(red), andO (blue). It can be rationally deduced that the
hybrid nanoparticle is composed of Ag as the core and
TP as the shell. Furthermore, X-ray diffraction (XRD)was
employed to examine the phase of the product. As
shown in Figure 3C, the peaks of the product can be
attributed to the bulk cubic Ag patterns. The diffraction
features appear at about 38.1, 44.1, and 64.4�, corre-
sponding to the (111), (200), and (220) planes of the
cubic phase of Ag, respectively. It can be deduced
from the pattern that the lattice constant is 0.4091 nm,
which is very close to the reported data (JCPDS
No. 04-0783).19 Moreover, as presented in Figure 3D,
the core@shell nanostructure suspension exhibits an
absorption band at about 456 nm, which is a typical
plasmon resonance peak of spherical Ag nanoparticles.
In addition, another peak appears at about 280 nm,
which is similar to the maximum absorption of TP after
oxidation.18

Furthermore, Fourier transform infrared spectrosco-
py (FTIR) and X-ray photoelectronic spectroscopy (XPS)
were used to examine the changes of chemical struc-
tures before and after assembly. The relevant FTIR
patterns in Figure S2 reveal that, after the oxidation
by Agþ, TP absorption centered at 3413 cm�1 is
broadened, an absorption at 2935 cm�1 is varied
remarkably, and TP CdO absorption is shifted from
1723 to 1706 cm�1. Furthermore, the decreased in-
tensity and broadening of absorptions in the range of
400�800 cm�1 show the changes of the aromatic ring

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of self-assembly of polyphenol-based core@shell nanostructures within 1 min using
microwave-assisted green chemistry. Thereinto, Ag@TP uses selective inhibition for bacteria growth and nontoxicity to
normal cells.
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moieties. The absorption at 1510 cm�1 could be
ascribed to C�C aromatic rings, and the absorption
at 1124 cm�1 could be attributed to the symmetric
vibrations of the ether bond in core@shell nanoparti-
cles. The results indicate that TPs were oxidized by
AgNO3, in good agreement with those in the previous
report.18 In addition, the corresponding XPS pattern
shown in Figure S3A reveals that the main elements of
tea extract are C and O. The small quantity of nitrogen
could account for some types of proteins from tea
extract. Figure S3B shows that, after reaction, the
existence of a very small quantity of Ag indicates that
Ag nanoparticles as the core exist in the hetero-
geneous nanostructures because XPS only detects
the sample with limited thickness of about several
nanometers. Moreover, the binding energy peak of C

1s shifts from 284.79 to 284.86 eV, while that of O 1s
shifts from 532.23 to 532.44 eV, resulting from oxida-
tion of TP by AgNO3.
Based on all the results above, it can be reasonably

deduced that the core is Ag and the shell is polymer-
ized TP. It should be noted that TPs have been used as
excellent reductants and stabilizers to synthesize various
noble metal nanoparticles and their complexes.19�23

However, among most previous studies above, there
have been few reports that such TP-based composites
with core@shell nanostructureswereprepared in such an
instantmanner. Table S1provides a detailed comparison,
indicating that microwave-assisted green chemistry
could create novel well-defined nanostructures even if
the reactantswere the same. In our case, according to the
remarkable differences of dielectric loss factors in Ag, TP,

Figure 2. (A) SEM images of Ag@TP with lower and higher magnification. The inset is its optical image. (B) TEM images of the
products with lower and higher magnification.

Figure 3. (A) STEM image of a single Ag@TP nanoparticle; (B) relevant element linear mapping: Ag, C, and O. (C) XRD pattern
of the Ag@TP nanocomposites and (D) UV�vis spectrum of their dispersed suspensions.
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and water, it is reasonable to conclude that, under
microwave irradiation, fast and selective heating could
accelerate redox reaction rates and enhance the phase
separation of Ag and TP to quickly form well-defined
nanostructures.24

To explore the preliminary growth mechanism of
Ag@TP nanocomposites, we carried out time-depen-
dent experiments. When AgNO3 aqueous solution was
added into the solution of TP, one can see there are
many irregular nanoparticles forming, as shown in
Figure 5A. In detail, the electronic density of the
intermediate is not uniform, indicating that it contains
different components. In this case, it could be deduced
that they were composed of Ag nanoclusters and
partially polymerized TP. After 20 s, they began to
aggregate in a special “like-attracts-like” directed way
(presented in Figure 5B). This type of aggregation may
result from fusion of metal nanoclusters in capping TPs
to grow larger mesocrystals, which could be observed
in many biomineralization processes.11After 50 s,
through further aggregation, they became uniform
core@shell structures, although uncompleted assem-
bly also appears in the nanostructures (shown as red
lines in Figure 5C). It should be noted that when the
amont of AgNO3 is much more than that of TP, we
could not obtain core@shell nanocomposites but ob-
tained irregularAgnanoparticles, as revealed in Figure S4.
According to the results above, it can be known that,

in a single Ag@TP nanoparticle, TPs were cross-linked
through oxidation by AgNO3 and self-assembled into
the shell surrounding the core of the Ag nanoparticle.
However, when adding more AgNO3, polymerized TP
could be oxidized further and disassembled into soluble
smallmolecules. As a result, the shellwouldbe removed.
At present, a series of autofluorescent nano/micro-

structures derived from biomass as units have been
developed for various biomedical applications.25,26 In
this study, it is interesting to find that Ag@TP nano-
particles are autofluorescent. Confocal laser scann
ing microscopy (CLSM) was employed to examine
their multiwave autofluorescent feature. As shown in
Figure 4A�C, one can see that the nanoparticles, when
excited with a 405 nm laser, exhibit autofluorescence
in three typical emission bands: 425�475 nm (blue),
500�550 nm (green), and 600�650 nm (red). Corre-
spondingly, the fluorescence emission spectrum of the
selected nanoparticles (Figure 4D) exhibits two peaks
at around 470 and 510 nm, in good agreementwith the
previous report.18 In this case, it could be considered
that the nanoparticles' autofluorescent properties ori-
ginate from the shell (oxidized TP) rather than the core
(Ag nanoparticles), based on the fact that most noble
metal nanoparticles were not fluorescent and good
quenchers to fluorescent molecules modified on their
surfaces.27�29 A thick enough TP shell (about 10 nm) to
some degree still could remain fluorescent because of a

Figure 4. CLSM images of Ag@TPnanoparticles excited at 405 nmand the fluorescence emission image collected in the range
of (A) 425�475 nm (blue), (B) 500�550 nm (green), and (C) 600�650 nm (red). (D) Fluorescence emission spectrum from a
selected region in the CLSM image of Ag@TP nanoparticles.
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sufficiently high distance between fluorophore and
quenchingmetal nanoparticle. The autofluorescent nano-
particles as-obtained could be developed as a potential
biological tracer in biomedical applications, takingnotable
advantages over traditional fluorochrome-labeled carriers.
This strategy can be extended to other single

metal@TP nanosystems. Figure 6A shows that large-
scale Au@TP nanoparticles can be prepared. Moreover,
Figure 6B shows that the diameter of the nanoparticles
is about 100 nm and the surface is rough. A TEM image
with lower magnification (Figure 6C) reveals that Au
with higher electronic density was around TP with

lower electronic density. Figure 6D shows that the
inner Au core was composed of smaller Au nanoparti-
cles. Based on the fact that the melting point of Au
(1064 �C) is higher than that of Ag (960 �C) under
standard conditions, the reason might be proposed
that, compared with Ag nanoparticles, it needs more
energy and time for smaller Au nanoparticles to aggre-
gate into bigger ones. In addition, as shown in Figure 6E,
F, we used XRD and UV�vis spectroscopy to determine
the characteristics of Au@TP nanocomposites. The three
diffraction peaks shown in Figure 6E correspond to the
(111), (200), and (220) diffraction peaks of metallic gold,

Figure 5. TEM images of Ag@TP nanocomposites collected at different times during the preparation process: (A) 0 s, (B) 20 s,
and (C) 50 s.

Figure 6. SEM images of Au@TP nanocomposites with (A) lower and (B) higher magnification; TEM images of them with (C)
lower and (D) higher magnification; their (E) XRD pattern and (F) UV�vis spectrum dispersed in water. The inset in A is an
optical image of Au@TP.
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indicating that the products are composed of crystalline
gold. Figure 6F shows Au@TP with interesting optical
properties. In detail, the plasmon peak of the product
was at about 650 nmwhich has an approximate 130 nm
red shift, compared with that of monodispersed Au
nanoparticles synthesized by sodium citrate (shown in
Figure S5). It results from aggregation of nanoparticles.
Also, there is another absorption peak appearing at
280 nm, similar to that in the case of Ag@TP, revealing
coexistence of oxidized TP. Moreover, the relevant EDS
pattern in Figure S1B shows that the hybrid nanoparti-
cles were composed of Au and TP.
Considering differences in redox potentials of differ-

ent noble metal salts in water (Table S2), it can be
imagined that more complex multiple metals@TP nano-
composites can be obtained under proper reaction
conditions. For instance, after a facile galvanic re-
placement reaction, hollow Au/Ag@TP bioconjugates
were constructed successfully. Figure S1C gives a
molar ratio of Au and Ag (about 1:2) in this metal/
metal@TP as-prepared, indicating that, during the
chemical reaction, Au replaced Ag gradually in Ag@TP
without obvious damage of the TP shell. Additionally,
Figure 7A,B shows that the Au/Ag@TP was hollow with
a diameter similar to that of Ag@TP, which means that
the former evolved from the latter. Moreover, Au/
Ag@TP as-synthesized with a near-infrared (NIR) ab-
sorption at about 800 nm (shown in Figure 7C) could be
used for NIR cancer theranostics.29 Based on the fact
that when Pt2þ and Pd2þ can be reduced by Ag into Pt
and Pd, respectively (see Table S2), we believe that, by
a similar approach, Pt/Ag@TP and Pd/Ag@TP with
similar hollow nanostructures also could be obtained.
Furthermore, by proper combination of the strategy,
more kinds of alloy@TP could be synthesized.
In general, ideal antibacterial materials should kill

harmful micro-organisms with high efficiency without
damaging normal cells, tissues, and organs. Due to
their antimicrobial activity, silver nanoparticles have be-
come one of the most widely used nanomaterials.30�32

Recently, Jiang and co-workers reported that silver nano-
particles could inhibit RNA transcription through RNA
polymerase�silver binding in erythroid progenitor cells.33

It can be expected that proper surfacemodifications of Ag

nanoparticles could reduce the potential side effects.
Herein, as a typical application of Ag@TPnanocomposites,
we tried to use them for antibacterial treatment. Through
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)
analysis (see Supporting Information), the concentration
of Ag@TP can be clarified to fulfill the following quantita-
tive experimental requirements. From Figure 8A, in the
control group, one can see that there was a remarkable
increase of turbidity in 9 h, indicative of Escherichia coli

growth. Meanwhile, compared to the control group, there
was no change in turbidity when introducing Ag@TP
nanocomposites into the culture system. From the inset
photo image in Figure 8A, obviously, one can see that
there was much more E. coli in the control group than in
the group cocultured with our product. All of the results
above demonstrate that the as-assembled core@shell
nanocomposites can function as excellent antibacterial
materials. Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 8B, it is very

Figure 7. TEM images of hollow Au/Ag@TP nanocomposites with (A) lower and (B) higher magnification. (C) UV�vis�NIR
spectrum of Au/Ag@TP nanocomposites.

Figure 8. (A) Time-dependent turbidity at 600 nm in E. coli
cocultured with and without Ag@TP nanocomposites. The
inset is the photo image of E. coli with (right,þ) andwithout
(left, �) 0.1 nM Ag@TP nanocomposites after 9 h coculture.
(B) COS-7 cell viability, in vitro, measured by using the MTT
assay (n = 3) in different culture conditions. (I) Without
Ag@TP nanoparticles; in the presence of Ag@TP nanoparti-
cles with different concentrations: (II) 0.025; (III) 0.05; (IV)
0.1; (V) 0.2; (VI) 0.4 nM.
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interesting to find out that Ag@TP at the same or even
higher concentrations exhibits no obvious toxicity for
normal cells (COS-7) until the concentration of Ag@TP
was up to 0.4 nM.Under this condition, about 78%of the
cells could survive. It can be speculated that, in this
heterogeneous nanostructure, polymerized TP as the
shell inhibits the release of Agþ fromAgnanoparticles to
protect the cells while oxidized TP and leaked Agþ can
kill the bacteria since TPs are also good antibacterial
materials.34�36 Taken together, the results above indi-
cate that Ag@TP nanoparticles have a great potential for
selective antibacterial treatment with no damage to
normal tissues or organs.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we demonstrate that large-scale
autofluorescent polyphenol-based core@shell nano-
composites can be assembled by one-pot preparation

under microwave irradiation within 1 min. Time-de-
pendent experiments show that the formation me-
chanism of core�shell nanocomposites involves with
microwave-assisted oxidation-inducing self-assembly
and directed aggregation. The strategy above is gen-
eral to construct single metal@TP nanocomposites.
Moreover, we also use a simple galvanic replacement
reaction to synthesize hollow Au/Ag@TP bioconju-
gates with NIR absorption. The results indicate that
more complex alloy@TP nanocomposites can be ob-
tained under proper combined reaction conditions.
Furthermore, as a typical application of polyphenol-
based core@shell heterogeneous nanocomposites,
Ag@TP can strongly inhibit E. coli growth while they
show no obvious toxicity for normal cells, indicating
they have great potential as selective antibacterial
nanomaterials for biomedical applications in the
future.

METHODS
Materials. Tea leaves (broadleaf holly leaf) from Guangdong

Province, China, were used as the source of TP. Ethanol, HNO3,
HCl, AgNO3, and HAuCl4 3 4H2O were obtained from Beijing
Chemical Co. Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich, America. All of chemical reactants are of analy-
tical purity. The microwave oven (G8023CTL-K3) was from
Galanz Co., China. The water with an electronic resistance of
18.2 MΩ 3 cm used was provided by an ELGA Labwater, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

Assembly of Metal@TP Nanocomposites. In a typical experiment,
3 g of tea leaves was added to 80 mL of distilled water at 95 �C.
After separation from solid that remained after centrifugation
(10 000 rpm for 10 min), the tea extract was cooled to room
temperature. Then, 2 mL of 4 mM AgNO3 was dropped into
80 mL of the extract at room temperature. Under microwave
irradiation at a power intensity of 700 W, the reaction of the
mixture was carried out for different times. Finally, the product
was obtained by centrifugal separation (10 000 rpm for 10 min)
and washed with water and ethanol several times. The prepara-
tion procedures of Au@TP nanostructures were the same as that
of Ag@TP nanostructures, except replacing 4 mM AgNO3 with
1 mM HAuCl4. Au�Ag@TP nanostructures were obtained
through a galvanic replacement reaction by oxidizing Ag@TP
nanostructures using 1 mM HAuCl4 at 120 �C in an oil bath.

Characterization. A SEM (Hitachi S-4800, Japan) was used to
investigate themorphologies of the products. For TEM observa-
tion, the samples were redispersed in ethanol by ultra-
sonic treatment (SB5200DTD, China) and dropped on carbon�
copper grids. TEM images were collected by using a JEM
2010F and 2100F microscope (JEOL, Japan) working at 200 kV.
XRDmeasurements were carried out with a Rigaku D/max-2500
instrument using filtered Cu KR radiation. CLSM (Olympus
FV1000, Japan) was used to check the autofluorescence of
Ag@TP nanoparticles. The relevant ICP-MS analysis of Ag@TP
nanoparticles was conducted as follows. Ten microliters of
Ag@TP nanoparticle aqueous solution was completely digested
by 20 mL of aqua regia in a beaker with a volume of 50 mL at
mild boiling temperature. The solution was evaporated to
2�3 mL and cooled at room temperature. Subsequently, the
sample was diluted by 5% HNO3 in a 50 mL volumetric flask.
Quantification was obtained by external five-point calibration
according to the reference method.28 Details are shown in
Supporting Information. FTIR spectra were measured on a
Bruker Tensor 27 spectrophotometer using KBr pressed disks.
XPS was performed on the Thermo Scientific ESCALab 250Xi
using 200Wmonochromated Al KR radiation. The 500 μmX-ray

spot was used for XPS analysis. The base pressure in the analysis
chamber was about 3� 10�10 mbar. Typically, the hydrocarbon
C 1s line at 284.8 eV from adventitious carbon is used for energy
referencing. A U-3010 spectrophotometer (Hitachi, Japan) was
used to record the UV�vis spectra of various samples.

Antibacterial Treatment. A single colony of E. coli on a solid
Luria�Bertani (LB) agar plate was transferred to 5 mL of liquid
LB culturemedium in the presence of 50 μgmL�1 ampicillin and
was grown at 37 �C for 12 h. Bacteria were harvested by
centrifuging (4000 rpm for 8 min) at 20 �C and washing with
PBS three times. The supernatant was removed, and the
remaining E. coliwere resuspended in 20mL of liquid LB culture
medium with or without 0.1 nM Ag@TP nanoparticles in the
presence of 50 μgmL�1 ampicillin and was grown at 37 �C for 3,
5, 7, and 9 h. Time-dependent turbidity at 600 nmwas recorded
with a Hitachi U-3010 spectrophotometer when E. coli was
cocultured with or without 0.1 nM Ag@TP nanocomposites at
37 �C. Data are shown as (mean( the standard error) from four
independent experiments conducted in quadruplicate.

Cell Cultivation. COS-7 cells (monkey fibroblast-like cell line)
were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM)
and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) supplemented with 1% peni-
cillin and streptomycin at 37 �C in 5% CO2, 70% humidity
environment, and reseeded every 3 days to maintain subconflu-
ence.When COS-7 cells reached about 90% confluence, theywere
split into 96-well plates using a standard trypsin-based technique
with the final cell concentration of about 2� 104 cell mL�1. COS-7
cells were incubated in the culture media at a concentration to
allow 90% confluence. Free or Ag@TP nanoparticles with different
concentrations of 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 nMAg nanoparticles
were coincubated with COS-7 cells in the DMEM-containing
antibiotics (1% penicillin and streptomycin) and 10% FBS for
24 h before evaluating cell viability in each group.

MTT Cell Viability Assay. Cellular culture mediumwas aspirated
and replaced with 230 μL of DMEM without serum before MTT
assays. Twenty microliters of 5 mg mL�1 MTT in PBS was added
to each well to make MTT with a final concentration of
0.4 mg mL�1 and incubated with the cells at 37 �C for 4 h. After
the removal of the remaining MTT by aspiration, the purple
formazan crystals were dissolved with dimethyl sulfoxide at
200μLwell�1 anddetectedat 570nmusingawallac 1420multilabel
counter. MTT reduction in untreated cells was set as 100%, and that
of treated cells was calculated as a percentage of that of untreated
cells. Data are shown as (mean ( the standard error) from three
independent experiments conducted in triplicate.
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